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INSIDE COLUMN

Simply the best

SAINT LOUIS

At Notre Dame, we expect the best. And our women’s basketball team gave us exactly that. The mistake is to think that we became the best last week when Ruth Riley hit the two free throws that earned Notre Dame the national championship. But that team was something special when they stepped on the floor for the first exhibition game in the Joyce Center. For those games, as well as many regular season games, there was no question on who would win. The only uncertainty was whether Notre Dame would win in 30, 40 or 40 points. Yet the Irish put on a great show throughout the time they were on the court. They displayed their talent, grace and athleticism for anyone who would show up to watch. The end of the exhibition wasn’t a disappointing blowout, but they were an opportunity to see all 12 of the Notre Dame players on the court. The loudest voices at the end of the game: starters Riley, Kelley Siemon, Nelle Ivey, Erike Hanez and Alicia McCauley. Singing from the bench, Karen Swanson hitting a three was enough to bring the whole arena to cheer with the same enthusiasm as for a game today.

The team was the best in December when Purdue came to the Joyce Center. In a fortunate move, students who attended received a true rival of Connecticut with a crushing loss. They displayed their talent, grace and athleticism for anyone who would have guessed that the Italian job was in the air. But this team was something special when they stepped on the floor for the first women’s basketball sellout. For the first time, students were turned away from the Joyce Center. For those who attended, grace and athleticism were shown each time they took the floor for the championship game. For those who didn’t, grace and athleticism were shown each time they were on the court.

Purdue’s best. In a game they've seen the best. They displayed their talent, grace and athleticism for anyone who would show up to watch. The end of the exhibition wasn’t a disappointing blowout, but they were an opportunity to see all 12 of the Notre Dame players on the court. The loudest voices at the end of the game: starters Riley, Kelley Siemon, Nelle Ivey, Erike Hanez and Alicia McCauley. Singing from the bench, Karen Swanson hitting a three was enough to bring the whole arena to cheer with the same enthusiasm as for a game today.

The team was the best in December when Purdue came to the Joyce Center. In a fortunate move, students who attended received a true rival of Connecticut with a crushing loss. They displayed their talent, grace and athleticism for anyone who would have guessed that the Italian job was in the air. But this team was something special when they stepped on the floor for the first women’s basketball sellout. For the first time, students were turned away from the Joyce Center. For those who attended, grace and athleticism were shown each time they took the floor for the championship game. For those who didn’t, grace and athleticism were shown each time they were on the court.

Virginia Tech drops charges against professor

BLACKSBURG, Va. Virginia Tech President Charles Steger has requested the university’s legal counsel drop charges against Ronnie Polanich, an assistant professor of accounting and information systems, according to police reports.

Flanagan had the reserve, and they're the best. In a game they've seen the best. They displayed their talent, grace and athleticism for anyone who would show up to watch. The end of the exhibition wasn’t a disappointing blowout, but they were an opportunity to see all 12 of the Notre Dame players on the court. The loudest voices at the end of the game: starters Riley, Kelley Siemon, Nelle Ivey, Erike Hanez and Alicia McCauley. Singing from the bench, Karen Swanson hitting a three was enough to bring the whole arena to cheer with the same enthusiasm as for a game today.

The team was the best in December when Purdue came to the Joyce Center. In a fortunate move, students who attended received a true rival of Connecticut with a crushing loss. They displayed their talent, grace and athleticism for anyone who would have guessed that the Italian job was in the air. But this team was something special when they stepped on the floor for the first women’s basketball sellout. For the first time, students were turned away from the Joyce Center. For those who attended, grace and athleticism were shown each time they took the floor for the championship game. For those who didn’t, grace and athleticism were shown each time they were on the court.

University of Pittsburgh

Search continues for missing student

PITTSBURGH

Close to 20 days after University of Pittsburgh freshman Justin Hayduk was last seen in Morgantown during vacation periods. The University of Pittsburgh campus police have exhausted all their leads, said Larry Hincker, associate vice president for university relations.

"I am asking that the disorderly conduct charge against the instructor be dropped," Steger said in a statement read to students involved in the dispute Thursday. "I am also directing the department heads to review the facts, meet with their faculty members and begin a dialogue that will come to an understanding of the cause of the disturbance and prevent such incidents in the future."

Steger, in his statement, also apologized to all students involved in the incident.

"On behalf of the university community, we apologize to the students in the two classes who were inconvenienced and disturbed — even in a small way — the educational opportunities they deserve as Virginia Tech students," he said. Polanich, who was released the same night as the arrest, said he was happy the misdemeanor charge was dropped but was angered at what the students from both classes were put through.

Western Kentucky University

Rape victims won't press charges

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.

Since last January, there have been five rapes reported on Western Kentucky University’s campus and none of the women who filed those reports have decided to prosecute. According to experts, there are many reasons why women, college-age women in particular, decide not to prosecute their rapist, said Misty Johnson, outreach coordinator for Hope Harbor, a rape crisis center in Bowling Green. Media coverage and shame are at the top of the list, she said, adding that difficulty in prosecution can also be a deterrent. "A majority of prosecuted rapists never spend a day in jail," Johnson said. Travis Manley, commander of communications and information services for University of Kentucky’s campus police, said that in the last year UK has only had two rapes reported on campus from their 35,000 students. Manley also said that it is not uncommon for the rape victims to prosecute. "The reason one of the victims prosecuted was because she didn’t have a choice," Manley said.

Local Weather

The AccuWeather forecast for Monday, April 2.

TheAccuWeather® forecast for Monday, April 2.

This Week on Campus

Monday
- Lectures: "Human Rights Organizations and Ideology: A Gramscian Analysis," Neve Gordon, Department of Politics and Government, Ben Gurion University, Israel, Room G-103, Hesburgh Center, 12:30 p.m.
- Performance: Pacifica Quartet, resident ensemble, University of Chicago, Music Institute of Chicago, Little Theatre, Moreau Center, Saint Mary’s College, 7:30 p.m.
- Conference: Opening address, "About the Greatness of the Great Books," Aa Brann, Saint John’s College, Annapolis, Auditorium, McKenna Hall, Program of Liberal Studies, 50th Anniversary, 5 p.m.
- Seminar: "Ethics, Psychoanalysis and Other Talking Cures," Jonathan Lear, University of Chicago, followed by commentary by Alasdair Maclntyre, Room 124, Center for Social Concerns, 4:30 p.m.

Tuesday
- Lectures: "Human Rights Organizations and Ideology: A Gramscian Analysis," Neve Gordon, Department of Politics and Government, Ben Gurion University, Israel, Room G-103, Hesburgh Center, 12:30 p.m.
- Performance: Pacifica Quartet, resident ensemble, University of Chicago, Music Institute of Chicago, Little Theatre, Moreau Center, Saint Mary’s College, 7:30 p.m.
- Conference: Opening address, "About the Greatness of the Great Books," Aa Brann, Saint John’s College, Annapolis, Auditorium, McKenna Hall, Program of Liberal Studies, 50th Anniversary, 5 p.m.
- Seminar: "Ethics, Psychoanalysis and Other Talking Cures," Jonathan Lear, University of Chicago, followed by commentary by Alasdair Maclntyre, Room 124, Center for Social Concerns, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday
- Conference: Opening address, "About the Greatness of the Great Books," Aa Brann, Saint John’s College, Annapolis, Auditorium, McKenna Hall, Program of Liberal Studies, 50th Anniversary, 5 p.m.
- Seminar: "Ethics, Psychoanalysis and Other Talking Cures," Jonathan Lear, University of Chicago, followed by commentary by Alasdair Maclntyre, Room 124, Center for Social Concerns, 4:30 p.m.

Thursday
- Lecture: "Human Rights Organizations and Ideology: A Gramscian Analysis," Neve Gordon, Department of Politics and Government, Ben Gurion University, Israel, Room G-103, Hesburgh Center, 12:30 p.m.
- Performance: Pacifica Quartet, resident ensemble, University of Chicago, Music Institute of Chicago, Little Theatre, Moreau Center, Saint Mary’s College, 7:30 p.m.
- Conference: Opening address, "About the Greatness of the Great Books," Aa Brann, Saint John’s College, Annapolis, Auditorium, McKenna Hall, Program of Liberal Studies, 50th Anniversary, 5 p.m.
- Seminar: "Ethics, Psychoanalysis and Other Talking Cures," Jonathan Lear, University of Chicago, followed by commentary by Alasdair Maclntyre, Room 124, Center for Social Concerns, 4:30 p.m.

Ohio State University

Search for missing student

COLUMBUS

Police have exhausted all their leads, said Larry Hincker, associate vice president for university relations.

"I am asking that the disorderly conduct charge against the instructor be dropped," Steger said in a statement read to students involved in the dispute Thursday. "I am also directing the department heads to review the facts, meet with their faculty members and begin a dialogue that will come to an understanding of the cause of the disturbance and prevent such incidents in the future."

Steger, in his statement, also apologized to all students involved in the incident.

"On behalf of the university community, we apologize to the students in the two classes who were inconvenienced and disturbed — even in a small way — the educational opportunities they deserve as Virginia Tech students," he said. Polanich, who was released the same night as the arrest, said he was happy the misdemeanor charge was dropped but was angered at what the students from both classes were put through.
Thousands welcome Irish back to campus

By ANDREW SOKUP
Associate Sports Editor

Niele Ivey climbed off the bus, onto a platform and held the NCAA Championship trophy high in the air.

"This moment passes anything I've ever experienced in my entire life," said head coach Muffet McGraw.

More than 2,500 students and supports lined Notre Dame Avenue to welcome the women's basketball team back to campus.

"You've been supportive all year," McGraw said as the crowd chanted, "We're No. 1! We're No. 1!" Pointing to the trophy, she shouted, "We brought it home!"

Due to a flight problem, the team bus didn't arrive to the Main Circle until 2:30 a.m., one hour later than estimated. However, despite the cold weather, nobody left the rally early.

"We won the national championship," said Mark Trandel. "It was just great to be able to witness a national championship team while she was a student."

"It's been the only national championship in our four years," she said. "It was a great game and a great season."

Her friend Katie Wood agreed. "They worked hard and they deserved it," she said.

The atmosphere at Notre Dame was much different than Purdue, where riot police had to use tear gas on out-of-control students. In South Bend, the only disturbance reported was a couch being burned on North Quad.

Instead, the festive, joyous atmosphere around the main circle was a fitting homecoming for the Irish.

"To see all these people out here, it's phenomenal," said Pete Menear.

"I've been coming to women's basketball games since I was in third grade" said Christa Cray. "There's more people here now than there were at some of those home games. This is awesome."

Local television crews walked around the crowd, getting footage. Everytime a camera­man shined a light on a particular section of the crowd, students went crazy. Throughout the evening, many supporters did 68 pushups — one for every point the Irish scored in their victory over Purdue.

"We've got nothing but love for you," said Ruth Riley.

Riley was clearly a crowd favorite as several males professed their love for her and the crowd honored her with a "Ruth" chant when the band played the 1812 Overture.


"Riley just laughed," said Jeff Raedy, who was carrying around a sign that read "Riley will marry them!"

"It was the perfect ending to a perfect season."

Senior Niele Ivey (above) smiles with the national championship trophy — the first for Notre Dame in basketball and the first in any sport since 1995.

All-American Ruth Riley addresses the crowd after the Irish returned to campus at 2:30 a.m. Riley was clearly the crowd favorite as several males professed their love for her and the crowd honored her with a "Ruth" chant when the band played the 1812 Overture.

photos by: MIKE CONNOLLY

Do you still want to be doing this a year from now?

How to pay my phone bill

1. Make a list of all your monthly bills
2. Calculate how much you spend on each bill
3. Make a plan to reduce your spending

Donate plasma

1. Research the benefits of donating plasma
2. Contact a local plasma donation center
3. Schedule an appointment and donate

Sell CBS

1. Research the best places to sell your old electronics
2. Contact local buyers or online marketplaces
3. Negotiate the best price for your items

[Image of Chicago Tribune article]

University Of Notre Dame
Global Health Initiative
Blood Drive

Dates: Monday, April 2, 2001
Tuesday, April 3, 2001

Time: 10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Location: LaFortune Student Center Ballroom

Appointments can be made by e-mailing Garrett Zoeller at zoeller.1@nd.edu.

Appointments are scheduled every 15 minutes and it takes about an hour for the entire process.

[Image of Blood Drive advertisement]
**Couch burns, but ND students celebrate title quietly**

By LAURA ROMPF
Associate News Editor

Besides Billy Joel's "We Didn't Start the Fire" blaring out of a third-floor dorm window, North Quad was silent Sunday night after the women's basketball team won the National Championship. There were no riots, but approximately 20 students set one couch on fire and a six-man in Keenan thought they'd celebrate.

Nathal Dusai, a freshman in Engineering Building, who in part of campus, covering their eyes and mouths with paper towels, shirts, jackets and their hands to protect themselves from the tear gas. They could be seen coughing, spitting, crying and cursing. They also clapped to the beat of the batons police played. Brian Brown, a senior in Management School of Engineering, said he joined the crowd because he wanted to participate. "I'm not pissed that we lost, I'm just happy to riot," he said.

Brian Brown, a senior in the School of Engineering, said he thought the fact that students gathered in the streets after the game was good. "Even though there's destruction of the town, it's a great way to get people together, to help celebrate the basketball team."

**Correction**

In the March 30 edition of The Observer, a photo of the Women's Center at St. Mary's was credited to Mary Almonovich. The credit should have been given to photographer Kristine Knaal. Also, in the same issue, student government chief of staff Jonatha Jorissen's name was misspelled.

The Observer regrets the errors.

---

**Purdue students riot, police deploy tear gas on students**

**Purdue Exponent Staff Reports**

Purdue students lit fires, turned over a car and broke windows after Purdue lost to Notre Dame Sunday night in the women's basketball national championship game.

Students used a flaming Notre Dame shirt to start one fire. In the Northwestern Parking Garage, revelers turned over a Mercedes. They also broke windows in stores and campus buildings.

Capt. Ron Fosnacht of the Purdue Police Department said about 2,000 students gathered in the Village, but students also gathered in large numbers throughout campus. Fosnacht also said police made eight arrests, ranging from disorderly con­duct to bomb making.

The revelry started at Curry Quadrangle and moved to the west side of campus and Slayter Center, then back through various parts of campus. Many fires started in trash bins and on pieces of furniture that had been pulled into the street.

**P A R A B M C L E D C H M E E T G A S**

**S tudents also gathered in the Village, but police made eight arrests, ranging from disorderly conduct to bomb making.**

"I'd like to throw tear gas at the cops; the tear gas burns your eyes and your throat. It really sucks." Eric Fosnacht Purdue student

Eric Fosnacht, a freshman in the School of Agriculture, was upset that police used tear gas. "I'd like to throw tear gas at the cops; the tear gas burns your eyes and your throat," he said. "It really sucks." Fosnacht said that window­

"We certainly have more people out tonight, but we didn't expect any riots." Rex Rakow, director of security and police

Rakow said two shifts of officers were stationed at Alumni Circle when the team returned from St. Louis. "It will be a long night," Rakow said. "But it will be worth it in the end." Around 150 yards from the tear gas, the women's basketball coach, nine screaming girls stood on a Stonehenge donning homemade T-shirts sup­porting their sectionmate Erika Haney and fellow Lewis resident Alicia Ratay. They were making signs that read "We feel like women's team they feel takes the back seat to football and men's basket­ball. "The girls deserve so much more credit than they get," said Meghan Thomas.

"The student body is always out there supporting the men's teams, no matter how well they do," added Sarah Raehl. Gail Thompson, Haney's roommate, said she was proud of Haney and the entire team.

"My roommate worked so hard," she said. "It's an injustice more students aren't out here to celebrate."

---

**Spring Fever?**

As Low As 7.9% APR

**Do you want you... on the CHALLENGE U FITNESS TEAM?**

Auditions for Step, Hi/Lo and Toning instructors will be held April 11.

**HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:**

1. RETURN A COMPLETED APPLICATION TO RECSPORTS BY APRIL 6.
   **APPS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE RSRC.**
2. SET UP AN INTERVIEW WITH JENNIE PHILLIPS @ 631-5963.

---

**NOTRE DAME FEDERAL CREDIT UNION**

You can shop on us today.

219239-6611 www.ndfcu.org

*APR is Annual Percentage Rate. As low as 7.9% is good for various financing terms on new and used vehicles. Rates are subject to change without notice. Certain restrictions may apply. No co-signers of Notre Dame Federal Credit Union loans apply. Independent of the University.
**Texas plane crash injures seven:** A plane loaded with skydivers was caught by a "dust devil" turbulence just after it took off and crashed from a low altitude, injuring seven people but killing no one. Most of the 21 skydivers on the plane with the pilot had already climbed out by the time Danny Timmons reached the scene by running to where the plane had taken off.

**Survey shows easy access to guns:** Nearly half of the nation's high school students have easy access to guns, and more than one in five high school boys have taken a weapon to school in the last year, according to a survey released Sunday. Forty-seven percent of middle school students said they could obtain a gun if they wanted to, while 22 percent of high school students said they could get a firearm.

**U.S. plane hits Chinese fighter**

An EP-3 surveillance plane in flight, like the one shown here in a U.S. Navy file photo, collided with a Chinese fighter jet Sunday near Chinese airspace. The plane made an emergency landing in China with no injuries.

Associated Press

**BEIJING**

A U.S. Navy surveillance plane collided with a Chinese fighter jet that intercepted it over the South China Sea on Sunday and made an emergency landing in China, a U.S. military spokesman said.

The 24 American crew members were not injured, said Col. John Bratton, a spokesman for the U.S. Pacific Command in Hawaii. The Chinese government said the fighter crashed and its pilot was missing.

The EP-3 was on a routine surveillance flight in international airspace when two Chinese fighters intercepted it, Bratton said. The EP-3 is an unarmed four-engine propeller plane equipped to listen in on radio signals and monitor radar sites.

The collision appeared to be an accident and the Chinese did not force the plane down, Bratton said.

"The planes actually bumped into each other," said another Pacific Command spokesman, Lt. Col. Dewey Ford. "The incident comes at a touchy time in the United States' relations with China. The Bush administration has taken a more wary attitude toward Beijing, and China's recent detention of two scholars with links to the United States has further raised distrust.

A Chinese academic said encounters with Chinese fighters are frequent as U.S. planes fly along China's coast eavesdropping on military communications.

"It's very regular for the American Navy to have their planes intruding into Chinese airspace," said Yan Xuetong, an expert in international studies at Tsinghua University in Beijing. "The Chinese then send up fighters and chase them out."

The U.S. military would not say how close Sunday's flight came to Chinese airspace.

The Chinese Foreign Ministry said the collision occurred at 9:07 a.m. some 62 miles southeast of Hainan, a large island off the southern Chinese coast.

Two Chinese fighters were sent up to track the plane as it approached Chinese airspace, said the ministry statement.

"The U.S. plane abruptly diverted toward the Chinese planes, and its head and left wing collided with one of the Chinese planes, causing the Chinese plane to crash," the statement said.

**FRANCE**

Milosevic arrested, awaits trial

Associated Press

PARIS

World leaders welcomed the arrest of former Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic on Sunday, but the general rejoicing was tempered by concerns about whether the architect of a decade of Balkan wars would stand trial for crimes against humanity.

Milosevic, once described by the West as the "Butcher of the Balkans," was whisked away to prison early Sunday after a 26-hour armed standoff with police.

His arrest was welcomed in Bosnia, where Milosevic is largely blamed for starting the 1992 war that kept its capital besieged for three years.

Bosnian Foreign Minister Zlasko Lagumdzija said the former president's deeds "had shocked the region for a decade" and urged his extradition to the U.N. war crimes tribunal in The Hague, Netherlands.

"Anything falling short of that would be a historical mistake," Lagumdzija said.

In Banja Luka, administrative center of the Bosnian Serb republic that makes up half of the country, former Prime Minister Milorad Dodik, a Milosevic opponent, expressed satisfaction at Milosevic's arrest, saying his responsibility for a decade of suffering in the region "is unquestionable."

The sentiment was echoed across Europe.

"We have waited for this day for a long time. Justice must now be done," French President Jacques Chirac said Sunday, according to his spokeswoman Catherine Colonna.

**Vatican Radio protested:** Several hundred people demonstrated Sunday outside Vatican Radio, accusing it of polluting the air with electromagnetic waves. At issue is the station's transmitter in the town of Santa Maria di Galeria near Rome. Residents fear leukemia cases in the area may be linked to radio station's electromagnetic emissions.

**Sri Lanka explosion kills 11:** A bomb exploded during a concert at a crowded stadium in Sri Lanka early Sunday, killing 11 people and prompting a stampede, authorities said. At least 150 were injured. At least 25,000 spectators were packed in the stadium in Kurunegala, about 60 miles northwest of Colombo, when the bomb exploded, a local police officer said in a telephone interview.
Nader: Students must take active role in democracy

By PAT McELWEE
News Writer

In a speech delivered to a packed house at Indiana University-South Bend (IUSB), consumer advocate and 2000 presidential candidate Ralph Nader called on students to take an active role in democracy. He argued that the American people as a whole are losing power to large corporations and that the power of concentrated wealth is becoming more and more concentrated in today's political process. But there is hope, said Nader. Students can become active citizens and make a difference in the community.

Citizens can turn the tide of losing corporate power by individual initiative. Through organized, grass roots efforts, the American people can restore and maintain a healthy democracy. They can fix the problems of too much power and wealth in too few hands, leading the few to dominate the many.

Attention to one's duties as a citizen only takes a few hours a week, said Nader. And it provides a sense of fulfillment and satisfaction.

Unfortunately, Americans often fall victim to what Nader calls "corporate illusion bullying." They give reasons for not devoting energy to their civic duties. These reasons include feeling too small, time, ignorance of how to be an activist and fear of retaliation.

"These are not proper reasons in the land of the free and home of the brave," said Nader. America is a free country in which citizens have the right to organize and take political steps without fear of oppression. Failing to exercise that right could lead to its permanent loss.

"Use it or lose it," said Nader. "You'll lose your 20's, lots of young people do.

Nader suggested three ways students can become active citizens for democracy.

First, he called for the creation of a class on civic skills and civics for university students. This class would teach students how to use the Freedom of Information Act, initiate referendums and lobby their government, among other things.

Second, he suggested students form a chapter of the Indiana Public Interest Research Group, a group based in Indiana University-Bloomington. "There are 20 states that have student public interest research groups. Some of them are the most powerful citizen groups in the state, like in New York and Massachusetts," said Nader.

A third suggestion made by the former presidential candidate was the formation of "Campus Greens," student organizations supporting the Green party in local, state and federal elections.

These suggestions have already led to some local action. After the speech, fliers were handed out inviting students to meet together today from 4 until 5:30 p.m. in Northside Hall at IUSB to organize ways to make a difference in the community.

Also, directly following the speech, student groups at IUSB met with students from Notre Dame, including members of the Progressive Student Alliance (PSA), to discuss activism on both campuses.

Tony Kingstoller, a student at IUSB, looked forward to participating in the meetings following Nader's speech.

"I think it's going to be very positive," Kingstoller said. Nader's talk provided the right context for such a meeting, Kingstoller said. "I don't think many people know what Nader's all about until they come hear him."

Aaron Kreider, president of the PSA at Notre Dame, said, "Most people in our group would agree with Ralph Nader. They love the guy."

Other students in attendance found Nader to be a motivating speaker.

"He gets people off the couch," said a junior, a student at Indiana University-Bloomington. "He helps me realize I do need to stop talking so much and actually start doing something.

On an issue of some interest to Catholic social justice, Nader voiced support for a living wage during a press conference just before his speech. He expressed concern that the current minimum wage is $2.05 less in real purchasing power than the minimum wage in 1968, while per capita productive output has doubled since 1968.

"That's a pretty sad commentary on the nature of progress in a country with overall economic growth," he said.

Of all the solutions he's seen, Nader has found successful attempts by some cities to require that "any company that does business within the city has to pay (workers) a living wage."

He touched on many other issues during his 2-hour speech, including alternative energy sources, excessive defense spending, child poverty, universal health care and trade unions.

In many cases, Nader portrayed these issues as a battle between corporate interests and the interests of the people. For example, he suggested that solar energy possibilities have not been explored because no powerful group can profit from controlling the sun the way some corporations control fossil fuels. "Not even Exxon can eclipse the sun," he said.

Elected officials should be fighting for the people against concentrated corporate wealth and power on these issues, Nader said.

He criticized both the Democrats and the Republicans for failing to truly represent the people. In his characteristically irreverent and humorous style, he even went so far as to call President Bush "a gigantic corporate corporation running for president disguised as a human being" and Gore a "soothing-sounding serpent."

The Democrats and the Republicans are both controlled by corporate interests, according to Nader. As a result they are "morphing into one another."

The parties combined forces with each other and their corporate sponsors, through the Commission on Presidential Debates. They keep third-party candidates Nader and Buchanan out of the debates because "they are corresponding publicly," he said.

As far as prospects for the 2004 presidential election, Nader said it is too early to know if he will run. But he has been involved in building up the Green party in anticipation of the 2002 local, state and Congressional elections.

"We're having fundraisers at which all PAC's (political action committees), corporations and soft money are excluded," said Nader. "So we're just individually donating a few bucks to make this a grass roots party."

Consumer advocate and 2000 presidential candidate Ralph Nader urged students to take an active role in democracy.

"We're having fundraisers at which all PAC's (political action committees), corporations and soft money are excluded," said Nader. "So we're just individually donating a few bucks to make this a grass roots party."

**Topic of Discussion:**

Racial Profiling

**When:** Wednesday, April 4

**Where:** CSC

**Time:** 5:30 pm

Please RSVP by Monday, April 2 @ 1-6841

Sponsored by Multicultural Student Programs & Services
Supporters, students revel in Irish win

By ANNE MARIE MATTLINGLY
Senior Staff Writer

ST. LOUIS
Some considered themselves to be only Notre Dame women's basketball fans, while others admitted getting caught up in the excitement of a potential national title. Some camped out in the Joyce Center to purchase the coveted Final Four tickets, while others made the journey from home not knowing whether they'd be able to get into the Savvis Center. They represented different residences halls and different degrees of sports knowledge.

But all came to be a part of the magic.

Standing Room Only
When an arena usher tried to calm the Notre Dame student section and persuade the ticketholders to have a seat during Friday's Final Four game against Connecticut, one student asked her, "Where on my ticket does it say I have to sit?"

Though they represented only a fraction of the Notre Dame student body and an even smaller percentage of the 22,500 in attendance at the NCAA women's basketball Final Four, the Notre Dame students who made the 360-mile trek to St. Louis were impossible to ignore. Eighty minutes on the floor of St. Louis' Savvis Center stood between the Notre Dame women and the 2001 National Championship, and for 80 minutes out on the court, Section 106 stood with them.

"I didn't know they tried to get us to sit down, but there is no way that Notre Dame students would ever sit down during an athletic event, so I was just expecting that we were going to stand. It wasn't even something that crossed our mind," said sophomore Kristin Nonbello of Washington, Conn.

Even if they had crossed their minds, it's unlikely that these students would have been able to do anything about it. There just wasn't enough room to sit in their seats.

After all, student Chris Wright—who has attended "every game [he] possibly could have" this year—wasn't even allowed to sleep after the team's Elite Eight victory over Vanderbilt in Denver. Instead, Wright found himself venturing to the Joyce Center in anticipation of purchasing Final Four tickets.

"As soon as we beat Vanderbilt and they said we're going to the Final Four, I think I was wearing about five layers of clothing—and we took off to the JACC and when we got there, they told us that we weren't allowed to line up until 6 a.m.," he said. "We stood there even though they told us not to but after an hour we noticed that nobody else was going to come until 6 a.m. the next morning. So we just went home and came down at 4 a.m. and decided to head out at 4 a.m.

Student Stephen Smith, who bought his tickets after arriving in St. Louis, decided that the section of Lockwood Hall who purchased tickets in the student sale were sitting where he couldn't hear the game. "We didn't have any tickets. We came right after class at 12 o'clock, and they didn't have any seats. We just bought the full price ticket," said Smith. "We got tickets all the way up in the like, the 14,000th row in the middle of the UConn section. We were down by 17, so I told my friend that we had to move down to the Notre Dame section, so we snuck down to the Notre Dame section and lo and behold, we started winning, and we won by 15 points."

Lewis Hall resident assistant Marc Pyle traveled to Missouri to purchase Final Four tickets and told his family, "Don't worry. We're gonna come back. And we're just going to be here for the spirit and the team and then go out afterwards and celebrate."

That type of support was unwavering, even when the team was down at 17 points at the end of the first half against Connecticut.

"I came to the game not as the mascot but as a superfan of the Fighting Irish women's basketball team," said Michael Brown, the 2000-01 Varsity Leprechaun. "People doubted them, but guess what? I called home at halftime. I told my family, 'Don't worry. We're down by so many points. The team will come back.' And guess what? They did. Let's go Irish!"

Smith believes that it is in part the confidence of the fans that helped the team to pull off its record-breaking comeback.

"I think that our attitude carried onto the team, and therefore, that's why they won," he said.

Packing the House
But despite the turnout for this year's tournament, women's basketball hasn't always enjoyed this kind of support from students or from the South Bend community.

"We used to be able to have such a high percentage of students in attendance at the game," said Kaye Kale, a South Bend resident who has been following the team since 1991. "Now we can't even do the tables. We have to just set up the desk. We've had, for the first time, two full houses. People have realized that women's basketball is fun."

Phyllis Smallwood, who became a Notre Dame women's basketball fan six years ago, noted that support that has continued to increase over the past several years.

"In the last six years, it's gone from probably 900 to 1,000 to 5,000, and it keeps going up every time," she said. "It's wonderful.

Kale attributes the growing number of fans in part to the presence of new fans by current ones.

"That's how we've built a base. We have all these new fans and old people. You know, you've got to come to games. Look how we've grown. I miss the camaraderie of the smaller groups and finding a seat real easy, but now we have season tickets and we've come a long way. It's great."

But attendance and student enthusiasm still isn't at the level that many of these die-hard fans would like to see.

"The students are not coming out, and that disgusts me because you got all these people from South Bend, La Porte, Rochester, all around coming to see the game and the student section is empty. That's not right," said Christine Frazier, who has attended women's basketball games since 1984 and who traveled to Cincinnati for the 1997 Final Four.

Kale said that student support seems to be very good for the most important games, but that attendance at lesser-publicized games is sparse.

"It was really good for Connecticut, and it was really good for the first two NCAA [games]," she said. "I think it could be a lot better. I think they're missing a lot."

Wright agreed that his fellow students need to be at the Joyce Center for all the games, not just those that have been nationally advertised.

"We show up for the big games, but for the games—a lot of the Big East games especially—we need to show a little more support," he said.

Many fans attribute the lack of support to a lack of respect for women's teams, despite the more than 25 years that have passed since the implementation of measures designed to equalize women's sports with men's.

"We do have Title IX [law] now and women are just as important as men," said Kale. "I think it this year's NCAA tournament success will win respect for women's basketball and draw more fans to the Joyce Center for women's games."

"I don't think there's enough students who come out and participate. They really don't," said Smallwood. "And I hope this will change their minds and more of them will come out."

Pyle agreed that this year's championship contest performance should cause an increased enthusiasm for the team on campus.

"I think because of us getting to the Final Four, there'll be more and more student support. I think there was when the JACC sold out for the UConn game. There was great spirit and we just need to continue it over the year," she said. "I think our dorm did a great job. We had a big sign in our lobby for Ericka and Alicia and we're just really proud of them."

Looking Ahead
But the fans are hopeful that
Global poverty indicates class war, involving us

The largest form of collective violence in our world is not war or crime. Imagine a violence that takes 20 to 40 years out of the lives of over a billion people. Imagine the violence of being forced to work 10 hours a day, every day, for wages that are inadequate to provide decent housing. Imagine the violence of not being able to attend grade school or high school. Imagine your brothers and sisters dying from easily curable diseases. Try changing things and you might never hear of them again. Imagine being poor.

Out of our world’s population of over six billion, there are several hundred million people who will never need to face this violence. If they work long hours, it is for wages one hundred times larger than those of the world’s poor.

They can expect to live 80 years and enjoy a luxurious retirement. If they are worried about education, it is whether they will get into a prestigious private university. If sick, they are assured of being treated at public or private expense.

Their place in the world is secure from the threats of the poor due to their hegemonic military and economic power. While in the United States they may only feel like middle or upper-middle class, they belong to the global rich.

There are several billion people in our world who are very poor and several hundred million who are very rich. The rich own or benefit from multinational corporations that are extracting primary resources (fruit, coffee, metals or oil) from the Third World at fire-sale prices and exploiting its unskilled labor in sweatshops. While the prices of primary resources trail behind inflation, the rich sell Third World manufacturing goods at greatly increasing prices.

The Third World is stuck in a position of underdevelopment, told to focus its energies on industries that are not growing while the rich nations specialize in the most profitable and technologically advanced sectors of production.

I have a confession to make: I am one of the rich. I am living off the sweat, suffering, and ultimately the blood of the poor. My parents put me through a private college and now as a graduate student my free tuition is paid for by the world’s rich.

I will never be able to make up for my privilege. I was born to rich parents instead of to poor. So together we are rich. Perhaps your conscience is assuaged by the idea that international institutions like the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) are working to end global poverty.

Unfortunately, that is a lie. More people are dying every minute than you ever will.

The countries who are following the capitalist policies of the World Bank and IMF are destroying their social programs, smashing unions and lowering environmental standards to set up an inviting climate for multinational corporations to come and exploit their workers.

As the Third World goes deep into debt and lurches from one financial crisis to another, stock markets in the rich nations soar. It is clear that those who profit from this capitalist “economic development” are the same rich nations that fund and control international agencies like the World Bank and the IMF.

What do you call a form of collective violence where rich people live in luxury, poor people are exploited, and there is a direct connection between these two facts? I call it class war.

It is a cleverly disguised war as our world’s rich are being comforted by the lies that we are creating a war to end global poverty. The violence of the rich is being posed as the violence of the poor.

To end global poverty we must end the violence of the rich. It is our responsibility as citizens to end world poverty and to end the violence of the rich.

A Aaron Kreider

Think. Question. Resist.
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Research better done in library than online

I am writing in response to Laura Kelly's article in the March 21 edition of The Observer entitled "Homework Help - Got You Stumped? Help is just a Mouse Click Away."

Though I believe Laura was being facetious when she made claims like "everything you need can be found online," I think the article made me uneasy because it contributes to the growing misconception that the "dot-coms" of the web have the expertise, commitment and incentive to provide students with a comprehensive body of free scholarly materials.

I think the more publicity these type of Web sites receive, the more legitimate they seem. But rather than try to talk anyone out of using them, I would like to temper the hype by offering other issues to consider. For example, your tuition dollars have already show up on reading lists in junior and senior high school.

But a better choice for pressing academic research would be the Literature Resource Center, which contains biographical coverage of more than 109,000 writers and more than 10,000 "biocritical" essays and reviews. It also contains over 4,000 explanations and overviews of prominent literary works and links to more than 5,000 Web sites focusing on major authors and their works.

This gem is available online from the Library's Electronic Resources Gateway.

Laura also mentions reference works contained in SparkNotes.com's dictionary.com iTools. While these sites do have some handy sources, they are not readily available to you from the Virtual Reference Desk and the Student Virtual Reference Desk. But more than these free web resources, you have access to important reference works you won't find free on the web such as the Oxford English Dictionary. Britannica Online is going to go back to being a paid subscription service so it will probably disappear from the free web sites.

You will, however, still be able to access it from the Library's Electronic Resources Gateway along with the Literature Resource Center.

There are many other reasons why reliance on Web sites such as those mentioned in Laura's article is unwise. Who is going to maintain, update and add to these sites? Since they are free to use, profitability for the site owners is in question. How and why should they be liable to last? Who is doing the contributing?

SparkNotes.com says Harvard students and graduates are their contributors. But when I looked at the actual SparkNotes.com, all I saw were names of contributors and no other back­

information. I e-mailed the folks at SparkNotes.com and asked if I could find out more about the contrib­
utors (I'm waiting to hear from them). I wondered what their fields of expertise were. Was it appropriate to what they were writing about?

SparkNotes.com states that all authors "specialize in the subjects they cover." That's pretty broad. I won¬

dered if the staff was full or part-time, paid or voluntary. This would have implications for the reliability of the site if contributors were constantly changing.

And yet, Laura's article suggests this authorship model is preferable to one composed of "ancient professors or academics." Does it seem likely that Harvard stu¬
dents have a keener interest in your academic achievement than profes­
sors?

I will close by saying the obvious. At this time doing Internet-only research defeats your academic aims. You are not involved in intellectual discovery but in churn­
ing out projects based on what you can access from your dorm room. It puts restrictions on your end product because you've restricted your input.

As renowned Web consultant Jakob Nielsen has said, "Anything that is great in print is likely to be lousy on the Web."

Consider also more things being published now than ever before and only a fraction of them are available on the Internet.

You'll be paying a high price for chaining yourself to your dorm room. So, it's your call. You can spend a while surfing the Internet and find sources you can piece together for a paper. But, if you want more from your academic career than perfecting "McResearch," consider spending time on the Library Web site and discovering what's there.

Linda Sharp

Reference librarian, Hesburgh Library
Moments make history. Sunday night against Purdue, the Notre Dame women’s basketball team had a lot of moments — and made a lot of history.

"It’s the greatest moment in our basketball history at Notre Dame," head coach Muffet McGraw gushed to reporters following the women’s first-ever NCAA basketball title.

But while Sunday night’s moments were undeniably history in the making, the win was just one in a series of moments that have constructed a dream March Madness run for the Fighting Irish.

At left, head coach Muffet McGraw and team throw their hands up to celebrate Notre Dame’s 68-66 championship win over Purdue Sunday.
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Kelly Siemon scores over Alcorn State in Notre Dame’s first round victory. From left to right, Siemon, Karen Swanson, Niele Ivey, and Imani Dunbar celebrate Notre Dame’s Regional Final victory against Vanderbilt. Siemon battles for a rebound in the Sweet 16 against Utah.
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Irish earn respect, Blue Devils add to tradition

Irish forward Ned Heilman turns in a complete game performance as Notre Dame sweeps 3-game series with Pirates.

It's 2:30 p.m. on Sunday. The Notre Dame women's basketball team will play Seton Hall sometime after 7:30 in the first-ever national championship game for an Irish basketball squad.

Conventional wisdom suggests Notre Dame would be at the cutting edge of the game, with the Irish trailing 49-37 at halftime. The biggest difference between these two games separated by about 24 hours and 550 miles (450 km) is that Notre Dame won the first game.

The Irish return to action Tuesday against Ball State at home, with the first pitch scheduled for 5:05 p.m.
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Notre Dame sweeps 3-pirates with Swords

By JEFF BALTUZAK

It's easy to tell when Aaron Heilman is pitching just by glancing at the stands. Right behind home plate sits a contingent of major league scouts, each armed with a radar gun and a notebook, recording Heilman's every pitch and sizing up his potential. And they would not be disappointed.

The first game of a twin bill against Seton Hall Saturday at Frank Eck Stadium. Heilman turned in what has become a routine performance for him — a complete game shutout, allowing just four hits and striking out six in the seven-inning game. The Irish beat the Pirates 6-0 in the early game, and won there in a 6-1 victory in the nightcap.

Notre Dame backhanded the Pirates on Sunday. Its defense was 5-3 in the first game, outscoring Seton Hall 1,000 to 1,000, 5-2 in conference play early in the season.

The Irish are that national power now, he said. The Irish returned to action Tuesday against Ball State at home, with the first pitch scheduled for 5:05 p.m.
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Duke, Arizona meet in title game

Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS

Somebody asked Lute Olson what Arizona's biggest challenge would be against a Duke team few opponents have stopped this season. Five minutes later, Olson wrapped up his reply.

"Duke's Mike Krzyzewski has such a laundry list about Arizona's strong points. Such is life when the two teams considered the best in the country in the preseason actually make it to the NCAA title game. Sure, there have been good matchups in the past, but the Duke-Arizona final Monday night has been almost universally regarded as one of the most exquisitely balanced championship games anyone can remember.

"It's interesting to be going 40 minutes for everyone," Olson said.

Arizona was ranked first and Duke second in the preseason poll. The Wildcats had some well-documented problems along the way, while Duke made it through with only four defeats despite the temporary loss of starting center Carlos Boozer to a foot injury. In the end, however, college basketball will get a true champion — not just a good team on a hot streak — a group good enough to cope with its opponents and great expectations.

"It's fitting that the two best teams are meeting to play for the national championship," Duke All-American Shane Battier said. "That's the way it should be. The true champions should have to beat the best teams."

Speaking of that, Arizona is trying to duplicate its 1997 achievement of beating three top-seeded teams on the way to its title. Those Wildcats are the only team to do that.

The differences between 1997 and this year's team are too numerous to list. Most notable among them are the difficulties this year's team has endured, especially the death of Olson's wife, Bobbi, like a mother to many of these players.

On the court, the 1997 team was a plucky underdog; this team has had visions of a title since the first practice.

"From the start of the year, their focus has been on getting to this game and having a chance to win the national championship," Olson said. "And there may have been some difficult times along the way."

Duke took the identical road to this point as it did in 1992 — Greensboro, N.C., Philadelphia, Minneapolis — when it won the second of its back-to-back titles.

Since the UCLA dynasty ended in the 1970s, Duke has established itself as one of the two or three most storied programs in the country. This is its ninth trip to the Final Four since 1986. Two years ago, the Blue Devils were 36-1 and heavy favorites to win the championship, but came up one win short.

They overcame a 22-point deficit in the semifinal against Maryland on Saturday night, and Battier felt it was more than just Xs and Os that got them through.

"It was just a matter of relaxing, looking each other in the eye and saying, 'Hey, let's do the things we've done all year long and do it because we're Duke,'" Battier said. "We expect to do it at a high level."

When it comes to stopping Duke, Olson's many concerns are justified.

The Blue Devils made the most-pointers (398) in NCAA history and lead the nation by making 10.6 a game. They're more relentless rebounders than most teams give them credit for, and they might have the best point guard in the country in Jason Williams. Arizona presents its own problems.

All five starters average double-digits in points, and the Wildcats are versatile, able to run with teams who play that style and pound with Big Ten teams like Illinois and Michigan State who try to out-muscle them.

Both teams agree that beating the best would be the most satisfying way to win a championship.

"They are the best team on the East Coast and we're one of the better ones in the West," Arizona guard Richard Jefferson said.

NCAA BASKETBALL

BELLES split doubleheader with Adrian

By KATIE McVOY

 cansports Edition

Using a loss to claim victory, the Saint Mary's softball team defeated Adrian College Saturday.

After dropping the afternoon game to the Bulldogs 8-5, the Belles came back and claimed a decisive 10-2 victory.

"In the second game we realized that we were a much better opponent and started to play like it," senior Cindy Traub said.

The doubleheader marked the MIAA season opener for both teams who now stand 1-1 in the MIAA.

The Belles (9-8) took an early 1-0 lead in the first game. However, an error-filled third allowed Adrian (5-10) to claim a six-run third that put Saint Mary's back by five.

"They were hitting the ball and we were kicking it around," Traub said. "We struggled defensively and they took advantage of our mistakes and scored a lot of runs."

A fourth-inning run by Saint Mary's just wasn't enough to bring home a victory.

In the fourth, Saint Mary's answered with four runs, to bring the game within one, but the Belles fell short in the last innings of the game.

"If it wasn't for (the third inning) we would have won," Traub said. "We came out in the fourth inning and tore it open, but it was a matter of too little too late."

Adrian added two more runs to its score before the game ended.

Junior Kristin Martin pitched seven innings during the game, giving up only three earned runs. After the afternoon's loss, the Belles were hungry in the nightcap.

"It's always frustrating to lose the ones you know you could have won," Traub said. "We were all aware after the first game that we had not played to our potential. So it was a matter of coming out and playing how we knew in the second game."

Saint Mary's did just that. Senior Anne Senger started the second game, giving up only one earned run for the evening.

The Belles took control offensively, scoring 10 runs to claim the 10-2 victory. With a 2-1 lead going into the fifth inning, the Belles tore open their lead with six runs in the fifth. They tacked on two more runs during the last innings of the game.

Rachel Deere, Susan Kutz and Melissa Hayes each reached base three times during the weekend for the Belles. Deere claimed one double, while Kutz traveled to second twice. Martin claimed a homerun and a double on the weekend.

Saint Mary's will next face off against league competition Albion this Wednesday at 4 p.m. at home.

BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL 2001

Captains’ Meeting

When: Monday, April 2nd
5:30 P.M.

Where: DeBartolo Room 101

A representative from each Bookstore team should be there to pick up the brackets and team rules.

www.nd.edu/~bkstr
Champs
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her to make, and she shot it with a lot of confidence," McGraw said of Ratay's basket, her only points of the night. "I was just so pleased that she had the courage to take that shot."

Purdue forward Sherika Wright was then fouled, hitting one of two free throws to put Purdue up 63-62. 

A Notre Dame field goal with 2:06 left put Notre Dame up 64- 63. After Notre Dame got the ball back, Katie Douglas answered with a steal. Douglas was fouled driving the lane, but still managed to convert the lay-up. She hit her free throw to give Purdue a 66-64 lead with 1:22 left.

As the one minute mark, Ratay fouled Riley under the glass to tie the game at 66.

Following a Wright miss, Notre Dame got the ball back and called a timeout with 23.9 seconds remaining.

"I knew it was going to come down to the final seconds," Wright said. "Notre Dame is a great team. We weren't going to back down and I was willing to do whatever I could for this team."

Just as Connecticut came out strong in the opening half of their semifinal game against Notre Dame, the Boilermakers opened up in force Sunday. Purdue grabbed 29 first-half rebounds to Notre Dame's 17, including a 13-5 advantage on the offensive glass.

Six minutes into the first half, Douglas hit a 3-pointer to give Purdue their largest lead of the game — 16-5.

Then Riley took over.

Notre Dame's All-American center scored 13 of her team's next 17 points, pulling the Irish within 25-22 with 6:15 left in the half.

Then, with 4:14 remaining before the half, Riley committed her second foul of the game and was pulled from the lineup.

Without Riley on the floor, Notre Dame managed to keep the gap at six points. Two Ivey lay-ins provided Notre Dame's four points, while Douglas and Wright each hit one field goal for Purdue to close the half with a 32-26 lead.

Riley was still stuck in her moment as the clock ticked off. "I really wasn't playing defense on that last play," she said. "I was watching the free throw go in. I looked down the court and Camille Cooper was standing there wide open, and that was my man. I just got lucky that Katie missed a shot."

Riley's teammate on the AP All-American first team, Camille Cooper, added 17 points. Freshman forwards Shalacia Hurrs and Wright each added 10 points for Purdue.

"Notre Dame's All-American center scored 13 crucial points for the Irish, putting the ball in from the top of the key as often as below the hoop. Siemon added 10 points for Notre Dame.

As the final seconds ticked down, Wright was then fouled, hitting both of her free throws to put Purdue up 66-63 with 0:06 left.

"I was watching the free throw go in. I looked down the court and Camille Cooper was standing there wide open, and that was my man. I just got lucky that Katie missed a shot," Riley said.

"I don't know how it's going to end," Ivey said. "This is my hometown and I was willing to do whatever I could for this team."

Purdue forward and Douglas joined Ivey and Riley on the All-Tournament team.

Forward Ericka Haney scored 13 points for Notre Dame.

Junior Ericka Haney drives to the basket in Notre Dame's 68-66 win over Purdue. Haney scored 13 points to help the Irish to victory.  
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Senior forward Kelley Siemon looks to dish the ball off to a teammate. Siemon scored 10 points and had a team-high six assists.

Irish
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We know the rest. Our parents know the rest. Heck, Sporting America knows the rest. Who would have thought it? At a school where the two biggest sports are unquestionably basketball and spring football, the 2001 women's basketball team made a splash. Arauz and Gi seem insignificant.

At a school where females weren't admitted until 1972, the 2001 women's basketball team even garnered support from "old-school" Notre Dame men.

At a school where myth and folklore reign supreme, the 2001 women's basketball team actually achieved a significant on-field moment.

Where have you gone Tony Rice? Where have you gone Lou Holtz? Where have you gone Frank Stams?

I know. The women's soccer squad won the national title in 1995. But this is by far the biggest win since Holtz's 1988 team won the 11th football national championship.

Prior to the season, only the most diehard of Irish lovers would have predicted a national title.

At least one prominent coach thought your humble servant believed this was the year. "I know you're writing for Notre Dame and you want to write, you know, that I spent all summer worrying about Notre Dame," Connecticut coach Geno Auriemma said on Friday night. "The only thing I spent all summer worrying about was where my next beer and my next tan was coming from."

Thanks for the quote, Geno. I knew you thought you would win the title. And why not? Connecticut returned its top eight scorers from the Huskies' 2000 national championship team and added the nation's top high school senior.

Last season, Connecticut had a 36-1 record, with the only blemish being a 72-71 loss on Feb. 2. Only three of the 36 victories were decided by less than 10 points.

So it was a safe bet that the Storrs would celebrate once again on April Fools Day 2001. As the season went on, Geno's preseason arrogance shrank.

And Notre Dame's now darlings believed they could actually compete with the mighty Huskies.

"I know we talked about it (winning a national title) last year," McGraw said. "But it was sort of a hollow goal. I don't think the team was ready to achieve that. I don't think they were mature enough, I don't think they worked hard enough."

After the Jan. 15 victory over Connecticut, Muffet and her Miracles spoke a lot about how this was "a year of destiny." After every ensuing game, someone would refer to 2001 as the "perfect season."

Then came this weekend. Down 12 at the half against Connecticut? If it was last year, forget about it. It was safer to bet that Jim Siemon would actually connect on an over 40-yard field goal than to put your money on a Notre Dame comeback.

A tight game against Purdue? If it was last year, Riley would have fouled out and the Irish would have been wound tighter than a Britney Spears top.

But instead, there was Riley at the free throw line with 5.8 seconds remaining, with the game tied.

The first shot grazed the front rim and fell through the hoop, giving the Irish only their third lead of the night.

Moments later, a Purdue-based reporter sitting beside me almost fell out of his chair.

"It pays to have the Big Guy on your side sometimes," he said.

It also pays to have the Big Girl. And when Purdue's Katie Douglas decided she would not perform a Sue Bird impersonation, it was time for the camera to capture the scene.

The hugs. The kisses. The tears.

Niele Ivey also wanted to relive the moments. So the senior point guard, who ended her five-year career just minutes away from her home, grabbed a Sony camcorder from her boyfriend, Irish receiver Javin Hunter.

Around 9:55 p.m. after the awards ceremony, after the final strand of net had been cut, Ivey finally headed towards the locker room.

She was the last player to leave the court.

"I can't wait to watch it again," Ivey said. "It seems like it all happened so fast."

Now it's over, this wacky season is over.

And Niele, our Mother has found 12 adopted daughters.
Irish draw comparisons to Husky championship team

By TIM CASEY
Asst Sports Editor

ST. LOUIS
Is this the beginning of a dynasty in women's basketball?
It still too early to tell.
Notre Dame loses five seniors, including three starters, but has one of the nation's top five recruiting classes heading to South Bend in the early 1990's.

But look at the following comparisons between the 1994-95 Connecticut team and this year's Notre Dame squad.
The Huskies won their first national title in 1995 and went on to become the nation's premier program.

In 1991, Connecticut appeared in the Final Four for the first time. Five seasons later, the Huskies were national champions.

In 1997, Notre Dame was in its first Final Four. Four seasons later, the Irish were national champions.

On Jan. 16, 1995, No. 2 appeared Connecticut beat No. 1 Tennessee 77-66 before a sold-out Gampel Pavilion in Connecticut's the Huskies previous contest, against Seton Hall, star center Rebecca Lobo was a factor.
In the game against Tennessee, on Martin Luther King Day, Lobo had 13 points, eight rebounds and five blocked shots.

Following the victories, both Connecticut and Notre Dame were ranked No. 1 in the nation for the first time in school history.

In the 1995 Elite Eight, Connecticut beat Virginia 67-63. Geno Auriemma, the Huskies coach, served as an assistant under Virginia's Debbie Ryan for several years in the early 1980's.

In the 2001 Elite Eight, Notre Dame beat Vanderbilt 72-64.

Muffet McGraw, the Irish's coach, served as an assistant under Vanderbilt's Jim Foster for two years in the early 1980's when both were at St. Joseph's.

In the 1995 Final Four, Connecticut defeated Stanford 87-60 in a contest of the nation's top two teams.
Stanford's star guard Kate Starbird to two points in 26 minutes. Starbird shot 1-for-5 from the field, including 0-for-3 on three-pointers.

In the 2001 Final Four, Notre Dame defeated Connecticut 90-80. The Irish Connecticut's star guard Diana Taurasi to four times. Taurasi shot 1-for-15 from the field, including 0-for-13 on three-pointers.

In the 1995 championship game, Connecticut trailed Tennessee by six at halftime and rebounded for a 70-64 win. In the 2001 championship game, Notre Dame trailed Purdue by six at halftime and rebounded for a 74-66 win.

Add the two teams' scores in the championship games of 1995 and 2001. During both years, the total was 134 points.

Kamara and Saint Mary's shorts

Purdue guard Kelly Kamara wears Saint Mary's shorts underneath game shorts — gray with blue writing.

"I've been there a few times. Anytime I go there I get the whole Irish fever going up there."

The reason Kamara wears the shorts is that she is Bell's coach Suzanne Smith's cousin.

"I'm sure she'll give me some advice," Kamara said. "She's watched Notre Dame practice and play throughout the year. She's familiar with Notre Dame. Hopefully she'll give me a few tips on how to guard them."

No excuses

Connecticut head coach Geno Auriemma had no excuses after Notre Dame's 90-75 win on Friday night.

"The Huskies entered the game without two All-American players. On Feb. 1, forward Swetlana Abrosimova tore ligaments in her left knee. On March 6, in the Big East tournament final against the Irish, Shea Ralph tore the ACL in her left knee.

Both players missed the rest of the season after their injuries.

"If Shea and Swet were as big a reason as you'd want to make it, we wouldn't have got here and we would have got blown out from the beginning," Auriemma said. "We had it in us to win this game."

Since Abrosimova went down on Jan. 16, Notre Dame has a 15-0 record and entered the NCAA tournament as the nation's top ranked team. Even without Ralph, the Huskies beat their first four NCAA opponents by an average of 40 points per game.

On Friday night, Connecticut led Notre Dame 49-37 at halftime and was up by 15 points early in the second half.

"All year long we struggled with putting people away, just burying them like we used to in the old days," Auriemma said. "This team has such a laid-back personality trait. Every one of them. There's not one type A personality left after you take away those two (Ralph and Abrosimova). There's not one person out there who just wants to rip your throat out. They're all like 'Hey, isn't life great. We're up, shots go in. They don't go in. Life's a beach.'"

Shereka Wright and Vontez Duff

The two best athletes in the Cooperators Cove (Texas) High School Class of 2000 may turn out to be two of the best collegiate athletes in Indiana in the next couple years.

Purdue freshman forward Shereka Wright has known current Connecticut defensive back Vontez Duff since the seventh grade. When the duo left Cooperators Cove, they were local legends.

As a senior, Wright led Cooperators Cove to a No. 7 national ranking and was named the USA Today Player of the Year. Duff played running back in high school. He rushed for 3,401 yards and 38 touchdowns during his last two seasons.

Both players made immediate impacts in college. Wright, who started in last night's national championship game, averaged 9.7 points and 4.3 rebounds this season. She was named to the Big Ten All-Freshman Team.

Duff made 77 special teams appearances in 2000 and was one of three freshmen to earn a monogram. He is expected to compete for a starting corner back slot this spring.

"Duff was the stud in high school," Wright recalled. "Everybody was like 'Vontez this and Vontez that.' But he was a great person."

Journalist and senior editor for Essence Magazine, Joan Morgan is a feminist writer who writes about race and gender. She is the author of "When Chickenheads Come Home to Roast--My Life as a Hip-Hop Feminist." She will plunge into heated issues such as sexism in hip-hop and the crippling myth of the "endangered black man" and its equally destructive counterpart, the myth of the "strong black woman."

Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs, Multicultural Student Programs and Services, Sisters of Nefertiti, and the Feminist Collective.

Joan Morgan TONIGHT! 7:00 PM Carroll Auditorium, SMC


dating down Taurasi

She had been Connecticut's go-to player since late February. She was named the Big East Tournament Most Outstanding Player after a 14-point performance in the championship game. She was the Eastern Regional's Most Outstanding Player and had been dubbed as one of the nation's top guards.

But on Friday, Connecticut's Diana Taurasi had a dismal shooting night. She scored just four points in 21 minutes and shot 1-for-15 from the field, including 0-for-11 on three-pointers.

"It's still too early to tell. There still comes a point in time when you start to understand in your mind that you're letting the rest of the team down," Taurasi said. "All thought we were invincible when we were age, some more invincible than others. Nobody is."

Taurasi missed all seven of her attempts in the first half but Connecticut still led by 12 points. In the second half, she continued to shoot, a strategy that baffled Auriemma.

"The best way to get out of the slump was to pass the ball to (Connecticut center Kelly Schumacher)," Auriemma said. "It was killing them in the first half."

Although Taurasi struggled, guard Sue Bird was not placing the blame on her back court mate.

"Diana has played so well in the Tournament," Bird said. "It's not all on her. We're a team. It's not her fault. Not by any means."

STUDENT PROGRAMS
STAFF PROGRAMMERS
BOX OFFICE ASSISTANTS

Applications available outside the Student Activities Office, 315 LaFortune or on-line at www.ncl.edu/sao/forms

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, APRIL 6.
Irish defeat Huskies to advance to championship game

By NOAH AMSTADTER
Sports Editor

ST. LOUIS

Niele Ivey gave new meaning to the phrase "Home is where the heart is" Friday.

With the Irish trailing the Huskies by 12 heading into the locker room, St. Louis native Ivey refused to let the Irish go quietly into the night. The 5-foot-7 guard led the Irish with 21 points as Notre Dame doubled up Connecticut 53-26 in the second half to top the Huskies 90-75. The Irish, who were down by 16 points at various points in the opening half, set a record for the best comeback ever in a Final Four game.

"I think there was a lot of praying going on in the stands at halftime," said Irish coach Muffet McGraw, who may have noticed Notre Dame President Father Edward Malloy in the bleachers. "We showed tremendous character that second half."

Ivey would not allow her hometown fans see her team fall. She finished with three assists and five steals to go along with her team-high 21, marking only the second time this season Ivey surpassed the 20-point mark.

Ivey suffered a sprained ankle with 5:47 remaining, but returned triumphantly with just over three minutes remaining.

"My heart was in my throat, I had knots in my stomach," McGraw said. "I didn't want to move. I was sort of paralyzed on the bench wanting to run out to comfort her but not wanting to, hoping she would get up and play. And when I saw it wasn't her knee it was definitely a sigh of relief."

Alicia Ratay added 20 for the Irish, while Ericka Haney finished with 15 and a team-high 10 rebounds.

The Irish hit a NCAA semifinal record eight of 11 attempts from the 3-point line. Ratay hit four treys, while Ivey converted on three.

"To Notre Dame's credit, they made every big shot they had to make," said Connecticut head coach Geno Auriemma. "I don't think we can play any better than we did that first half. It kind of all fell apart for us in the second half."

While things were falling apart for the Huskies, everything came together for the Irish. Notre Dame scored on 15 of their first 20 possessions to turn a 49-37 halftime deficit into a 72-65 lead with 8:59 remaining.

"There was a lot said by the seniors," Riley said of the locker room during halftime. "We knew this could have been our last game and we wanted to make sure it wasn't."

Connecticut freshman Diana Taurasi, the Huskies' leading scorer through most of the post-season, scored only four points on 1-of-15 shooting from the field.

"Diana has played so well this tournament that when you have a night when you don't shoot well it's tough," said Connecticut point guard Sue Bird. "But it's not all on her. When she's not hitting her shots, someone else has to step up and make theirs."

Bird, whose buzzer-beater gave Connecticut a 78-76 win over the Irish in the Big East Championship game, led Connecticut with 17 points. Center Kelly Schumacher added 12 points and a game-high 17 rebounds for the Huskies.

While the fans from South Bend chanted "We are ND" and sang the fight song after the victory, things hardly looked so good early.

Notre Dame entered the locker room trailing the defending national champion Huskies 49-37. Riley walked back out carrying two fouls, Ivey had three.

A swarming Connecticut defense shut down Riley almost completely in the first half, limiting the National Player of the Year to only three points on two field goal attempts in just 12 minutes.

"I really didn't feel like I played very well that first half," Riley said. "I put up a couple of bad shots. I needed to post up bigger." Riley came back with a vengeance in the second. She scored 15 points during a 20-minute stretch to lead the Irish romp. Riley's final game totals: 14 points, 10 rebounds and five blocked shots.

The Irish hung in with the Huskies until late in the half. Ivey took the ball cross-court to close the Connecticut lead at 28-22.

After the media timeout, the Irish returned to the floor with backup center Mandy Barksdale rather than Riley, who had two fouls. She would not return until after halftime.

Even without Riley, the Irish stayed close. Two Alicia Ratay free-throws with 4:17 remaining closed the gap to 35-28.

Then the Huskies went on a 15-5 run, leading by as many as 16 points with a minute remaining in the half.

An Alicia Ratay 3-pointer with seven seconds remaining closed the gap to 49-37 at the half.

The victory gave the Irish a 2-1 edge in the season series with the Huskies. Notre Dame topped Connecticut 92-76 on Jan. 15 in South Bend before Connecticut took the Big East Championship on March 6.
Students ride emotional rollercoaster watching Irish play

By ANDREW SOURUP
Assistant Sports Editor

It was a half hour before game time, and something unusual was happening.

In dorms across the campus, students were already securing their seats on the couches, a spectacle usually reserved for away games.

One by one, televisions were switched over to ESPN for the women’s basketball national championship game.

In small groups of three to five, people slowly trickled into LaFortune and gathered around one of four televisions. By the time the game started, about 800 students were packed into the student center to watch Notre Dame take on Purdue.

Student Activities set up a 12-by-14 foot screen in the LaFortune Ballroom, where most of the students watched the game. But directly underneath the Ballroom, students pulled couches and chairs around the two big screen televisions and piled as close to the television as possible. Further down the hallway, some students had homework spread out over the tables as they watched the game.

"It’s fun to watch in an environment where students are already engaging in the game," said senior Brendan O’Connor. "It’s almost like being at the game." Many students wore shirts with "Beat Purdue" written across their chests. The shirts, originally distributed for the regular-season game against Purdue before winter break, found a second life Sunday night.

Pre-game

The ESPN telecast began, and fans in the upstairs LaFortune Ballroom cheered when the women’s basketball team hustled around the free throw line to perform the Irish Jig. When the starting lineups were announced, the loudest cheers were for Irish head coach Muffet McGraw.

"She’s going to be a great game," said one student. But as the Irish fell behind by 12 points, everyone grew a little anxious.

7:53 left in the first half

Both Riley was fouled as she drove to the basket. The ball bounced on the rim and finally fell through, pulling the Irish to within three points. The crowd immediately shouted the loudest of the night so far.

By now, the few students who had brought homework had put it away in their backpacks.

"I can’t get anything done, it’s just too loud," one student told her friend.

Halftime

"We’re not playing too well, but I’m not discouraged yet," O’Connor said. After all, the Irish were only down six points — they had trailed by 16 against Connecticut and still rallied to win by 15.

Some students stood up to head to Burger King or Tommy’s to grab some food before the second half started. But most stayed where they were, apparently afraid of losing their seat to someone standing in the back.

17:01 left in the second half

Kelley Siemon hit a short five-foot jumper to give the Irish their first lead of the evening, and Notre Dame fans stood up and celebrated. But the lead was short lived as Purdue rattled off eight unanswered points to take the lead. Purdue’s surge didn’t shake the faith of the Irish faithful.

"I know we’re going to win, I just know it," one particular student said.

8:49 left in the second half

Riley hit a jumper, was fouled, and sunk the ensuing free throw — to the delight of those watching in South Bend.

"You can’t handle the Ruth!" one student sitting near the television shouted.

4:00 left in the second half

Alicia Natau drilled Notre Dame’s first three-pointer of the half — a 3-pointer of the night to tie the game at 62. As she shot the ball, students stood up, raised their hands, and exploded when the ball sailed through the net. It prompted foot-stomping in the Ballroom that could be heard down below on the first floor.

"This is the most nerve-racking experience of my life," said Briana McNicholas.

"It’s so exciting," added Tara Dane. "Words can’t describe it."

5.8 seconds left in the second half

The Player of the Year stood on the free-throw line with the scored tied at 66. She calmly shot the ball into the air, and as it swished through the net, the LaFortune Ballroom broke out into cheers.

"I’ve never cared about women’s basketball before in my life, and I have goose bumps," said freshman Adam Miglore.

"This is as close to being religious as I get," freshman Dan Brunner said.

When the Purdue timeout was over, Riley stepped back up to the free throw line and scored her 28th point of the night.

Across LaFortune, those gathered in attendance stood on their feet or climbed on top of chairs to get a clear glimpse of the television as Purdue drove down the court with one final chance to tie the game.

The Boilermakers passed the ball around to their All-American, Kelly Douglas, who took an off-balance jumper from 15 feet away. The shot came up short.

LaFortune exploded into cheers. Notre Dame had won the national championship.

Post-game

As Niele Ivey raced over to her teammates, arms in the air, students in Notre Dame high-fived each other and shouted hysterically.

"We’re national champs! We’re national champs!" several students shouted.

The cheering continued for several minutes, and didn’t subside until television cameras showed McGraw hugging University President Edward Malley.

As ESPN showed replays of Purdue’s final possession, a few students began to sing the Fight Song. Soon, everyone in LaFortune ballroom was singing as loud as they could.

Fittingly, the final words to the song were "Onward to victory."

Attention Transfer Students

INTERESTED IN BEING A PART OF TRANSFER ORIENTATION 2001?

Applications for Transfer O Executive Staff are Available in the Admissions Office

Or by E-mail at

Julianna.M.Baron.6@nd.edu
Andrew.C.Hess.16@nd.edu

DEADLINE: Sun. April 8th

Happy 21st Birthday Sean Conley You made it...barely! -The Carroll Guys
FOURTH AND INCHES

THE THREE STAGES OF A
HOTTE NAME RELATIONSHIP

STAGE 1: THEY MEET

STAGE 2: THE PASSIONATE CLIMAX

STAGE 3: THE RESIStA BREAKUP

I've got a four leaf clover, a lucky four leaf clover. And a moose, paaw. My psychology professor said it was a positive stimula-
tor. There's no way I'm gonna get the last one. This day again.

Don't be so damn dumb! Just open it.

THINGS COULD BE WORSE

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: Lina Milan, Matthew Deiton, Andrew Young, Courntey B.</p>

Happy Birthday! If you plan your actions today the way you have the past, you will be happy. Personal relationships may suffer if you spend too much time chattering after the almighty dollar. You should try to find a balance and protect what you already have. Push the envelope, and you may lose out where you fear expect. Your numbers are 1, 19, 22, 25, 37, 49.

ARYES (March 21-April 19): Romantic encounters will be stressful, especially if you have more on one on the go. Mixing business with pleasure might be fun, but highly dangerous as well. You must make some serious choices before you quit your reputation.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Changes may take place in the management of your family. Your appearance will be more important to you than ever before. A little better. Stress is probably at its peak if you are feeling down. You may want to put some energy into your domestic chores before your family can feel better. Your success at intellectual events is likely to increase. Don't exaggerate about your achievements.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21): Success in your personal life will be necessary. The root of your problem is that you are not taking care of your health. Stress and worry should help rejuvenate you.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): You can meet people with clout with your intuition and inventive imagination. Your warm heart will prove very helpful. Don't give up on your intuition.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You can get into those hobbies which you've been thinking about. One of them may turn into a lucrative proposition. You can make personal changes that will enhance your appearance. You are likely to be noticed by others.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Optimizations for financial gain are promising. Latch on to your money, and your insight in making big decisions will be advantageous.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You should be careful with your health. Changes in your personal life will be necessary. Your appearance will be more important to you than ever before. You may want to put some energy into beautifying your living quarters.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Changes may take place in the management of your family. Your appearance will be more important to you than ever before. A little better. Stress is probably at its peak if you are feeling down. You may want to put some energy into your domestic chores before your family can feel better. Your success at intellectual events is likely to increase. Don't exaggerate about your achievements.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Travel and romance will go hand in hand. Your heart will prove very helpful. Don't give up on your intuition.

Visit The Observer on the web at http://observer.nd.edu/
The Notre Dame baseball team completed a three-game sweep of the Seton Hall Pirates this weekend at Frank Eck Stadium.

Get the broom out

Notre Dame head coach Muffet McGraw hoists the National Championship trophy at the Savvis Center in St. Louis following Notre Dame's 68-66 victory over Purdue. McGraw, the AP coach of year, led the Irish to their first-ever national title.

National Champions

By NOAH AMSTETER
Sports Editor

ST. LOUIS

Ruth Riley hit the two most important free throws of her life to give Notre Dame a 68-66 victory over state rival Purdue and its first ever women's basketball national championship.

"I can't describe it," said Irish coach Muffet McGraw. "I don't think I've ever been this excited in my life."

Riley reflected on her magical moment like the quintessential Indiana girl. She led the Irish with 28 points and 14 rebounds in the game to go along with a 10-of-14 performance from the free throw line and seven blocked shots.

"I talked all the time about the movie Hoosiers and that was my inspiration," Riley said. "All those free throws you practice for this moment."

Her coach was equally impressed.

"We have been a second half team all tournament long," McGraw said. "For Ruth to make those two free throws for us to come back from halftime deficits two times in the Final Four - I can't say enough about this team."

The Irish overcame a 12-point deficit in their semifinal win against Connecticut. With four minutes remaining, Irish 3-point specialist Alicia Ratay nailed Notre Dame's first trey of the night to tie the game at 62.

"It was such a big shot for us to come back from halftime deficits two times in the Final Four - I can't say enough about this team."

The basketball portion of my life has reached its peak.

An absurd suggestion? Without a doubt. But wouldn't that be an appropriate climax to this wacky season - a five- and-a-half month odyssey from a lonely Oct. 15 practice to a net-cutting ceremony in front of thousands?


(ST. LOUIS)

She should retire. Right here, atop the podium near the middle of the Savvis Center court. Muffet McGraw should grab the ESPN microphone from Michele Tafoya, wave at the Notre Dame cheering section and proclaim, "I quit. It can't get any better than this."

McGraw said, "It's not a bad thing to have in your memories, either. Whoever scheduled "Hoosiers" on ESPN Classic right before Notre Dame-Purdue on the mother station should be given a raise this morning.

An Indiana farm girl knocking down two game-winning free throws for a title? Only thing missing was Gene Hackman and Dennis Hopper.

"Somebody asked me what my favorite part of that movie was and I said, 'when Ollie hit those two free throws,'" Riley said. "I didn't have to underhand them but ..."

Notre Dame head coach Muffet McGraw holds the National Championship trophy at the Savvis Center in St. Louis following Notre Dame's 68-66 victory over Purdue, McGraw, the AP coach of year, led the Irish to their first-ever national title.